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ABSTRACT 

. . 
We have attempted to use shower theory to evaluate the effective 

energies of the photo nuclear reacti'ons measured by Straucho It seems that 

these energies can be determined most accurately from the area under the 

transition curve, the so-called wtrack length 1 o A theoretical formula for 

the track length is discussedo The shape of the transition curve at small 

thicknesses can also be calculated quite accurately and serves as a rough 

check on the effective energies as derived from the track lengtho A compari-

son with experiment of the theoretical shape of the whole transition curve is 

given and, as one would expect~ the agreement is not very good. 
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EFFECTIVE PHOTON ENERGIES OF HIGH ENERGY PHOTO-NUCLEAR REACTIONS 

Introduction 

Leonard eyges 

Radiation Laboratory 9 Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley~ California 

September 7, 1950 

In this paper we try to use shower theory to evaluate some of Strauch 1 s1 

results on high~energy photo-nuclear reactions. As Strauch has described, the 

cross sections for these reactions have a more or less sharp maximum for some 

photon energy. For most of our calculations it will be adequate to assume 

that the width at this maximum is very small, i.e. , that the reactions take 

place for only one photon energy, which we shall call W ~ the Ueffective energy'. 
e 

The effect of this approxi~tion is discussed later. If it were easy to make 

accurate calculations with present shower theory there would be no problem; 

one would simply calculate shower curves for various energies We, and for some 

W obtain a fit with the experimental curve. For the energies that we are in
e 

terested in~ however, around 20 Mev, it is w~ll known that shower theory cannot 

be relied upon to predict an accurate cascade curve, mainly because the cross 

sections for pair production and bremsstrahlung vary considerably over the 

range of energies of interest, which is from about 20 to 300 Mev. We must, 

therefore, look to some quantity that can be calculated more accurately than 

the shape of the entire transition curve and yet one that gives us the informa-

tion we want. 

It is clear that one does not really have to know the whole transition 

curve in order to find the energy it corresponds to. If we consider transition 

K. Strauch 9 Phys. Rev. (in press) 1951 
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curves corresponding to different energies, but to the same initial conditions, 

then at any thickness there is a unique correlation between the energy and the 

height of the curve. Thus 9 any one point on the transition curve determines 9 

in principal 9 the energy. Of course~ this is no real help 9 for if we could 

calculate an arbitrary point accurately~ we could calculate the detailed shape. 

There is 9 however~ a partic~lar·point on the transition curve which can be 

calculated rather more accurately· than any other point, namely the height 

of the maximum. The reason is, as Rossi and Greisen2 have pointed out, that 

at the maximum of the shower one can take into account approximately the varia-

tion of the pair production cross section with energye This enhances the 

accuracy considerably. Thus 9 if the shower curve corresponding to an energy 

We shows a maximum,. one might hope to determine We by the position and height 

of the maximumo There lies the difficul~y. Although some of Straugh's curves 

have a maximum 9 those corresponding to higher energies do not. We must find a 

different method if we wish it to be uni vernally applicable. 

For very large-thicknesses multiplication becomes unimportant, and the 

"shower" curves simply become the exponential absorption curve of photons of 

* energy We• One might hope to determine the absorption coefficient from the 

slope of the experimental curve and from this get the energy W • There is no 
e 

difficulty in principal with this idea; in practice one must go to such large 

· thicknes&es before pure absorption sets in that the intensity becomes unusabzy 

, small. 

The beginning of strauch 1 s shower curves have a characteristic shape. 

There is a drop at very small thicknesses due to the absorption of photons of 

2 
B. Rossi and K. Greisen 9 Rev. Mod. Phys. 1.2, 274 (1941). 

* If we take the finite width of the reaction cross sections into account, 
the shower curve at large thicknesses really becomes the absorptio'n curve 
of the photons of lowest energy that can produce the reaction. 
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energy We; multiplication soon sets in however~ and the curve becomes less 

-steep and may even rise again. The initial slope is entirely due to self 

absorption and this slope~ in principal, determines the energy. Unfortunately, 

this slope is very difficult to measure with any accuracy. On the other hand, 

one might hope that since the first part of the shower curve~ up to perhaps a 

half radiation length~ is mainly an absorption curve~ multiplication processes 

being secondary~ one mlght be able to calculate this multiplication with suf-

ficient accuracy to predict the behaviour of the beginning of the curve with 

reasonable accuracy. This expectation is fulfilled. One can calculate the 

shower curve to almost a radiation length with considerable accuracy. Unfor-

tunately, there is an experimental limitation. It is difficult to get good 

statistics on the beginning part of the curve. Therefore, one cannot obtain 

a very accurate value for We in this way. 

Finally, it is possible to determine the effective energy We from the 

area under the transition curve, the so=called rrtrack lengthrr. This quantity 

has the advantage that one can take the variation of the pair production cross 

section with energy into account, .just as in calculating the height at the 

maximum. Moreover, it has an advantage over the latter quantity: although 

not all of Strauch's transition curves have a maximum, all have an area. It 

~s the track length that we have mainly used in calculating We, although we 
~ 

have also used the initial'behaviour of the shower curve~ up to almost a radia-

tion length, as a rough check. 

The rest of the paper is in four parts: in section I we have cal-

culated the photon spectrum to be expected from the synchrotron target; in 

section II we have calculated the track length as a function of energy, and 

applied our formula to Strauchns results; in section IIIwe have calculated 
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the detailed shape of the curves at their beginning; finally 9 in section IV 9 

we have calculated, as best we could, the detailed shape of the transition 

curves, neither expecting nor getting very good agreement 9 with experiment. 

For convenient reference, we will write here the usual shower equa= 

tions 9 using the notation of Rossi and Greisen unles~ otherwise indicated. 

i 

J0n(E~t) ¢ (E~v) dv 

(la) 

(lb) 

Her·e n (E 9 t) is the number of electrons of energy-Eat thickness t __ 

and Y (W~t) the same for photons. \If- (W 9u) is the probability per radiation 

length that a photon bf_energy W produce a pai.r 9 one particle of which has 

fractional energy u. ~(E 9 v) is the probability per radiation length 

that an electron of energy E emit a photon with fractional energy v. The 

usual shower theory deals with high energies where 1( and ¢ are functions 

of u and v only 9 but for our purposes 9 keeping the dependence on W and E 

~xplicit facilitates discussion. £ in the above equations is the critical 

energy 9 and thicknesses are, of course~ measured in radiation units. We also 

depart slightly from Rossi and Greisen by letting O"'(W) be the total absorp-

tion coefficient for photons of energy W. This will be discussed later. If 

we call ~0(W) the absorption coefficient for the Compton effect and 

that due to pair production, then ~(w) = 

<Y (W) 
p 

• 
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Ie Photon Spectrum from Target 

The .322 Mev electrons from the beam of the ~nchrotron are ,allowed 

to fall on a target of Pt.v 0.020 in. thick 1 producing the beam of photons 

used in the experiment. If the target were infinitely ~hin the distribu-

tion of photon energies W should be given by ¢ (E01 v) where E0 = .322 

Mev and v == ~0 • Actually, the finite thickness of the target introduces 

a correction, which we shall calculate in this section. First, we should like 

to make explicit an.assumption inherent in our use of the function~ (E0 , v). 

This function gives the energy distribution of photons produced by ·an electron 

of energy E0 , integrated over the angles between the electron and the photon. 

At first sight.~ one might think that the appropriate function for· our pur-

poses should be the energy distribution of photons produced in essentially 

the same direction as the electron. In passing through the target, howeve~, 

the electrons are multiply scattered and in the present geomet~ the effect 
.,. 

t 

of these deviations due to scattering will be taken care of to a good approxi

mation by using the illtegrated function ¢ (E0 ,v).3 

We can get the photon spectrum by simply putting into the shower 

equations a power series expansion corresponding to the -correct initial con- ' 
. . 

ditions, i.e. 

n (E 0 ,E,t) 6(E
0
-E) + P(E

0
,E)t.+ 

Y (E
0

,W,t) "" Q (E09W)t .+ R(E
0 

,W)t2 + ••• 

Equating to zero various powers of, t in the shower equation, the unknovm 

functions. P~ Q and Rare found in succession as easily evaluable integrals. 

Q(E0 , W) comes out to be just¢ (E0 , v), as it must. If we use the approximate 

eX'pression }6 (E
0

, v) :;:;:; 1/v to calculate the small correction term R(E
0

, W) 

.3 L. L Schiff, Phys. Rev. 1Q, 87 (1946) 
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we get 

Thus our corrected spectrum from the target is: 

This corrected spectrum is plotted in Figure 7 of Strauch 1 s paper. The 

:physical interpretation of this spectrum is clear. For v sma111 l.n(l = v) '::1 0 

and the important term in the correction is just the absorption of photons in 

the target. The correction term =- o-(W)t represents this self absorption. 
2 

For large v the term in l.n(l - v) is important. This term diminishes the 

number of high energy photons. This represen·ts. a double radiation process: 

. thei·e is an overvrhelming' probability for emitting a low energy quantum in 

which the energy of the electron is diminished below .322 Mev; therefore, it 

can no longer emit a quantum with this up;perlimit. Thus, the effect of the 
•<!; ' 

finite target thickness is to diminish appreciably the number of very high 

energy photons. 

·. After leaving the target, the beam must pass through a quartz donut about 

5/8 in. thick. The main effect of this on energies abovel8 Mev is to reduce 

the intensity uniformly, sinQe the absorption coefficient is small and varies 

slowly Yri:th energy in this region. We shall, therefore, neglect this correction. · 

IIe The Track Length 

The most accurate calculation of the track length of photons to date 

is the num.erical work by Richards and N'ordheim4 in which collision loss of 

electrons and the Compton effect are taken into account, as well as the·varia-

4. J. Richards and L. Nordheim, Phys. Rev. 14, 1106 (1948) 
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tion with energy. of the radiation and pair production cross sections. These 

are not ve~ convenient for our purpose 9 however, since they are made for a 

single incident·photon. To apply them to the present problem, one would have 

to integrate numerically their .results over the photon spectrum emerging from 

the s.ynchrotron. Moreover, aside from t.he labor involved in this, there is 

the. difficulty that Richards and Nordheim 1 s results hold only when the single 

incident photon has an energy much larger than the energy We of the photons 

""' one is con~idering; in these circumstances it is not clear how to car~ out 

the integration over the photon beam from the synchrotron, since, of course~ 

it contains photons with energy arbitrarily close to We" 

Fortunately, the photon energies We with which we have to deal are 

always greater than about 18 Mev, ioeo about two and a half times the criti

cal energy in lead., In this case, it is possible to make a slight adaptation 

of the formulae for the track length in Rossi and Greisen so that they app~ 

with considerable acc~aqy., Before.we do this, there is~ somewhat peculiar 

feature of the usual track length formulae ~1ich we should like to discuss., 

For the sake of discussion~ suppose we are interested in the track length of 

photons of energy 

maximum· energy w • 
0 

1 
W, due to an initial spectrum which goes as W up to some 

Now, following Nordheim and Hebb5 the track length of 

photons of energy W, due to an arbitrary initial spectrum Y (W0 , W,O) is 

where 

-( s+l) 
A(s)M(s,o) W 

A(s) _ B(s)G(s) 
()-' 

5 L.W. Nordheim and M .. H. Hebb, Phys. Revo i§, 494 (1939) 

ds (3) 
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1 . w s 
For a -· -··· spectrum up to W ~ M( s, 0) "' - 0

- and we therefore have w . 0 s 

1 /I+ i 00
· A( s) &ys 

Z(W 09 W) - ds 
()>'Vf<>2ni A( s) ~ B( SIC( S) s J 

s ·i. 00 ()J 

w·here ·y "" £ n :;.o. and the integration path is to the right of all the 

singularities of the integrand., Here A(s~, B(s) lJ c(s) are defined 

a,s .in B.ossi and Greisen. 2il· Now the integrand of (4) has simple poles at 

s = l? ~2o6~ ~~ .. 6 ooooooO • If we evaluate the residues at these poles 
dW . and divide the result b~t the initial spectrum- to g·. et the tr·a.ck length " . w 

relative to the number of photons at t "" 0 we ge·t ; 

Now it is clear tha.t ( 5) becomes incor1•ect when W app:i:'oaches The 

(4) 

relati1re number of photons o.f' energy rv, when W is very clo.se to W0 ~ will be 

= O't g:i:ven by t':!! , since there V'tiil be essentially no multiplication. .Hence 9 

1 
Z .,..81·· . will be just;.,;;.; and fol~ smaller W where there is· mult:i.pl.ication. Z . 1 · ,_ , • ... re • 

1 
rrnist be greater than ·o--" This condition fails to hold for (5) when W:::::0.41 Vi

0
• 

:rt. is not clear to us why (5) is incor1•ee:t for W ~"-"W0 , .when (4) is almost. 

;ce~·t.aitl.ly correct. !t may be that the j_ntsgra.nd in (4) has si11gularities off' 
;;·' 
~-· 

the real axis§ a.l though Nordheitn ru1d Hebb have made a search near s "" 1; and 

we also have made a rather per:Cuti.ctocy seal'ch, without. finding acy. We are 

concerned with this poir1t; not because we want to use a formula like ( 5) 
. . w . 
for Vi close to W0 ...... in: Strauch is experiments -. is always fairly small"''" 

Wo 
bu:t we really would like to know whether (5) can be considered correct for 

it- Not;e t;ha.t B ( s) a.s defined in Ref~rence ( 2) has ~- factor cr in it 9 so 
that the integrand in (4) is really independent o£ (j .. 
'**This was called to trtY attention b3' Dr. Strauch., 
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w 
small~ where the higher order terms are negligible_o 

wo 
This is not obvious, 

since the fact that (5) breaks down for W"" W0 throws suspicl.on on ito 

Some light can be shed on this question in the following way, If 

6 
one uses the Carlson=Oppenheimer approximation to the shower equations, 

it is easy to show that this is equivalent to using 

2 s 
A(s) ::;:--~ 

s+l 

Then 

ZreL (Wo~W) 

2.cr 
B(s) ·:

s+l 

1 
ii C(s) :::...:.........0 

s 

0+ i 00 

u-~2ni; 
ys 

s e 
·-- ds -· 2 

S 'cl 
&'~i 00 

Oo500 
-

fY 
(_!_o +~) 

w w 0 

This i.s a most reasonable result since ZreL as given by (6) is ahiays 

1 1 
greater than 0" and approaches a:- as W approaches _W

0
o Unfortunately~ (6), 

however reasonable in appearance~ cannot really be trusted for W close to 

W07 since the Carlson~Oppenheimer approximation is not very good in this 

( 6) 

regiono . For smaller W~Equation (6) shows that Z:r·eL is 
w 2 

wo 
proportional to-

W 

with a correction term of order ( ·-) which is smallo This is probably 
W0 I 

a t.rustworthy qualitative conclusion in general 9 since the Carlson.,.Oppen-

· heimer approximation is not bad for W <.< W0 o 

'. :',. 

;·· .. ' :'. we· have also tried to check (5) in the following way~ we have 
.... · .. · ,, :·:· 

calculated the 

A_ Wo of y::: ..1!-n-
W 

shower curv·e as a function of thickness for various values 

and integrated these numerically to find the track length; 

we have used an expansion in powers of t for small t and the usual 

saddle point method for larger to This method gives reasonable results; 
1 

eogo; a::; w approaches wo the relative track length approaches o-0 The main 

6 Jo Fo Carlson and Jo Ra Oppenheimer, Physo Rev" ,21, 220 (1937) 
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difficulty is that it is not very accurate since the saddle point method can 

be off' by 10 or 15 percent for the smaller values of y and t.. We have . ' 

corrected for the inaccuracies of the saddle point method as best we could 

by comparing the answers it gives with the quite accurate results gi~en by 

the power series in t~ for those t for which one can get an answer by 

both methods. Comparing our answers for Zrelo by this method with (5) it 

appears that (5) is correct for y = 3, is a few percent low for y = 2 9 

1 
about 30 percent low for y ~ 1 and 9 of course, off by a factor 0•

41 
for y = 0. 

We have done the same sort of calculation for an initial spectrum 

.2:_ [..!;:_ (1 ·- ---Yq + Oo38(....!)
2

] ~ which is a rough approximation to the spec-
W 3 W0 W0 
~rum from the synchrotron 9 and find that the formula corresponding to (5) 

1 
is more accurate than for the- spectrum, befng off 9 e.g. only by a few w 
percent for y = lo All in all~then 9 it seems clear that although formulae 

like (5) are not correct for W close to W0 i they are probably all right for 

W <: < W0 • 

Now we turn to the real problem of interest~ that of calculating 

as accurately as possible the track length of photons using the initial 

.spectrum giyen by (2). We are interested in energies from about 18 Mev up. 

Energy loss of electrons by ionization is not negligible in this range, but, 

6 
.. as Rossi and Greisen ha:~re sho·wnv one can correct for this by using an asymp

The varia.tion with energy of the pair pro-to tic expansion in powers of ~ • 

duction cross section can also be. included in the manner indicated by Rossi and 

Greisen? i.e. by writing 
opCw)du (7) 

and considering that the unknown function in the shower equations for the track 

track length is not z· (W
00 

W) but· ~p(W)o Z (1Jii"09 W). The above approxima-

1 . 
· Reference 2 v p ~ 29·3,. 
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tion for V(W,u) means that the pair spectrum is taken to be flat, ioeo the 

probability for producing an electron of any energy is independent of energyo 

This is quite a good approximation in the range 18 = 322 Mevo The variation 

of the radiation cross section with energy can be included by taking some 

average expression appropriate to the region 18 = 322 Mevo The expression 

we have chosen is 

Reference to Rossi and Greisen will show that this seems a reasonable 

approximation except for v close to unity, Where ¢<v) is relatively 

small anywayo 

(8) 

If one carries out the calculations according to the abov~ sketch, 

using the boundary condition that the incident spectrum is that given by (2) 

one gets 

: where 
v(€/W) "' l+Oo71; = Oa32~i) 2 +Oo41(~)3 +··• ~ 

Wo 
. We have not included the dubious negative powers of w- that 

(9) 

one gets from 

.evaJ.,uating (4) at the poles on the negative real, axis 9 since the discussion 
':•. ;. . . . ~·' ·. :. :. 

at the beginning of this section implies that they are negligible for the 

energies we wilJ,. be interested ino · The factor Oo346 appears in (9) instead 

of the usual Oo437 for two reasonso Firstll M(l,O), as evaluated by numeri-
. . w 

cal integration of the spectrum given by (2), turns out to be Oo816 iF" 
Wo . 

instead of~ as beforeo Second, we have used the A(s), B(s), and C(s) 

corresponding to the ¢(v) and ~(u) given above instead of those calculated 

with the usual asymptotic ¢(v) and IV' (u) 9 as in Rossi and Greiseno . This 

·-
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alters the residue at s =, lo This change is rather insensitive to the 

choice of ¢(v)., E.g. if we use the A(s) corresponding to v ¢ (v) =~(l-v)+v2 
2 \ .. 3 

and to !.:. (1-v)+ ! ' the factor 0.,346 changes to 0 .. 355 and 0.330 respectively. 
3 2 

Thus, using the average .¢(v) given by (8) introduces only a small error. 

At the lowest energies for which we wish to use (9) the cross sec

tion for Compton effect is about 15 percent of that for pair prod~ction, 

and is therefore not negligible., To take this into account accurately one 

would have to supplement Equations (1) by a term that descri15es the produc-

tion of electrons with energy greater than W in the Compton effect, and a 

term that describes the photons with energy greater than W that get an 

energy W in a Compton scattering., Tbis is difficult and we shall not 

attempt it 9 since the effect of these terms is probably small anyway. · In 

addition to these effects the Compton effect acts to absorb the photons 

of energy W that we are interested in. One takes this roughly into ac-

count in the following way. One replaces op (W) in ( 7) by O'(W) and as 

ment~oned before uses the total absorption coefficient <T'(W) in (lb). A 

glance at equations (lb) shows that this means we take the absorption of 

photons of energy W into account correctly, but that we falsify the spec-

trum of el.ectrons with en.ergy greater than W since replacing ~ ( W) by 0" ( W) 

ma'kes the pair eros s section too large. ·But a photon of 18 Mev is produced 

on the average by an electron of, say, twice that energy 9 where the Compton 

effect is ver<J small anyway J so it doesn·1t matter that we have allowed 

V (W ~ u) to include the ·Compton effect. Also~ and this is probably a 

stronger argument, we have checked (9) by comparing the analogous formula 

for a single tncident photon with the numerical results of Richards and 

Nordheim and found agreement within 5 percent from l4 Mev up, if we take ~(W) 

and not 0'"' (W)o 
p 
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In e-valuating the experiments 1 one wants not the track length given 

by (9)~ but Zrelative (W0 ~W), the track length relative to the number of 

photons initially pre sent in dW o 

If we use the notation 

Y(Vi ,W ,0) = f(WojW) . 
0 w 

and make the change from Gp(Vi) to O"(W) just mentioned1,the. relative track .. 

length is gi-ven by 

(10) 

In applying (10) we have, as Strauch has explained 7 increased the radiation 

length by 10 percent over the value given in Rossi and Greisen and decreased 

the pair production cross section per em by 10 percento It is obviously 

difficult to estimate the error in (10) 1 hut if forced to guess we would say 

that it is probably good to 15 percent at 18 Mev, and perhaps 10 percent at 

twice the energyo As we have discussed earlier in this section, (10) must 

break down for W'""'W09 but if we c.an extrapolate from our previous res1.1lts 

it should still be reasonably accurate for!!_ <. ~ 
wo 3 

As Strauch has noted, a kind of internal check on the experiments 

and theory can be had by carrying out an experiment on a given element with 

two different maximum energies.W01 and W02 of the photon beam. The ratio of 
. ' 

the relative track length~ is then 

ZreL (Wol, W) 

Zr7l.,(Wo29W) 

f(W 2 W) 
0 ' (11) 
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This theoretical expression for the ratio should be quite accurate, since 

most of the approximations involved in the derivation of (10) effectively 

cancel in forrning it. Equatj_on (11) has been checked for the two reactions 

cu6.3(Y, n) cu62 and c12(r, n) c11
, which were done at maximum energies 322 

and about 200 Mev o The results are given in Table 1 of Strauch 1 s paper. 

IIIo Small Thicknesses 

If we wish to find the shape of the transition curve for small 

thickness, an expansion in powers of t suggests itselfe As we have seen, 

the transition curve nmst drop at the very beginning 1 since absorption of 

the photons in the incident beam is a f:irst order effect proportional to t, 

and the production of photons is at least of second order. This suggests 
. .-

using an expansion of the form 

: 1 

Y(W
0

, W, t) = e- a'(W)t ( Y(W
0

, W; 0) + K. (W0 , V!)t + L (11
0

, W)t2 + • ·] 

n(li0 ,E,t) = [ M(W0 ,E)t + N (W0 ,E)t
2 

+ • ··] 

(12a) 

(12b) 

This expansion obviously satisfies the boundary conditions. The factor 

=· 0' (W)t • fl'=> -. f t th b t. f b t f e ln .. ~a, 7 o course 9 represen s e a sorp ~on o p.o ons o energy 

W initially. in the beam and the coefficients l\(W09 W),·L (VI09 W) etc. des-

crib,e their subsequent multiplication. 
·· .. ··'·'·:· 

These functions can be found by putting (12a) and (12b) into the 

shower equations (1) and equating to zero successive powers of t. The 

functions then come out as simple, but sometimes tedious integrals. Alter-

nately, one can find, in much the same manner, the Mellin transforms of the 

shower equations as· a series in t and invert this transformj evaluating 

the complex integrals that result by the method of residues. Both methods, 
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of course, lead to the same result, which we first write dovm and then dis-

cusso .As before; the _fluantity of interest is not Y(W0 , W, t) but 

Y(Vl0 ,W ~ t) 

Our results are 

[1 ~ F(y)t2 '). 

···] - O'(W)t G(y)t"' 
Y,J (W09 W9 t) = e + 1? + + 
1e .. a 

.f("" ") )f( !F 'ifl) ti0 •1 ·'o)' '· 
where 

:I'he following S.rJ)roxirnations have been used in calc.ulat.ing the above 

·- resulto As an analytic approximation to the initial spectrum, we have 

use'l ,, llY (Vi0 , \?, 0) • ~ ( l • : ) + o. 6 :.2 21. In calculating the term in 

t 2 , we \ave used, as for th .''~rack le~~t~ , •11( v·) • j ( l·v) ,.1. v2, and 
,, 4 

V (W ~ •J.) du = const, ., .-luo In ~alculating t.he sme.ll term in t-' 9 we have, 

fer sim:plici ty, used ~; ( v) = l/1r o In the terms in 
2 ? 

t and t.,.;.t describing 

the lnv.ltiplication~ there is the factor o-'. ( "-/ W W ) o This enters in 
p 0 

·(13) 

the following way; multiplication takes place because electrons of some 

avsrHge energy between W
0 

and W are crea.ted and then radiate photons of 

energy W; for this average energy 1-ve have chosen the geometrical mean 
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of W
0 

and f(~ hence, the pair production cross section at this energy is 

op( v W
0 

W) o We have checked this approxiiniliation by writing op (W) as 

a linear function of ln(W) , which is a fair representation in the energj 

range of interest here, and then calculating the coefficient of t 2 using 
1 

the initial spectrum Y(W
0

, W 0) =W' and the approximation ¢ (v) = 1/vo 

One can then carry out the integrations and it turns out that to a very 

close approximation one gets the same results for the coefficient of t 2 as 

if he had started from the beginning with the average value op ( ..J W
0 

W) • 

For W = W
0 

it is clear that (13) must become e= O"(W)t, since there 

can no longer be any multiplication. Thus, for this case (y = 0) , F (y) and 

G (y) ~Jst vanish. This provides a useful check on the calculations. In 

the terms :in 3 t there enters a correction due to collision loss. This 

correction diverges a.s W goes to zero~ but for W > [. it is probably correcto 

We have used the above formula to calculate the beginnin.g shapes 

0 63 62 12 11 
of -the transition curves for the reactJ.ons Cu ( 'Y 1 n) Cu · and C ( 'Y 1 n) C , 

using for the respective ~resonance' energies the values 18 Mev and 27 Mev 

derived from the track length. The results are shown in Figure 1. The 

experiments~ of coursej do not give very reliable results at these thick-

nesses since one is trying to measure changes in intensity of the order of a 

few percent and very long counting periods are needed to get good statistical 

accurac'Y 0 Within the experimental errors, howeiTer, the theory seems to give 

fair agreement. If anything, the theoretical curiTe seems to be too low. 

·The theoretical curves would be raised if one assumed that the effective 

energies were somewhtl.t lower· than 18 and 27 fv'lev ~ but the poor accuracy 

of the experiments does not justify this. 

One should. note that the expansions given above are quite accurate 
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where they apply. This is . because the main phenomenon at small thicknesses 

is simply the absorption of original photons and one knows accurately the 
~ 

absorption coefficient for this. The shower theory enters !I of course !I in 

giving the coefficients F(y) etc. for t.he higher order terms, but it turns 

out that these are not at all sensitive to the approximate expression for 

the cross sections one chooses for radiation and pair production. 

lV. Miscellany 

We have also calculated as best we cou~d, the detailed shape of 
63 . 62 12 ll 

the transition curves for the Cu (Y,n) Cu and C (T,n) C reactions 

using the usual saddle point methocJ. As in calculating the track lengths, 

one can take some reasonable average VAlue for the radiation cross section 

and take into account ionization loss by using the asymptotic expansions 

as given in Rossi and Greisen. One cannot, however, take into account the 

variation of the pair production cross section in eventhe approximate way 

in which it was done in calculating the track length. Since the pair pro-

duction varies by almost a . .factor of two between maximum and minimum energies 
( ' 

with which we deal 5 i.e., between 322 flnd 18 Mev, considerable uncertainty 

is introduced into the results. Nonetheless 9 ' we thougbt it might be of some 

interest to present them. 

Since one cannot take into account the variation of the absorption 

cross section ~(W) ~ith energy, one must choose some average value in car-

rying out the calcula.ti ons. The question arises as to what is the most 

reasonable value for this. We have chosen to use o-(W ) for the following e . 

reasons: this value is roughly correct for the track length and, for the · 

same reasons that apply there, for the rr~imum of the shower curve; also, 

for very large thicknesses, the cascade curve approaches a pure absorption 
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curve with absorption coefficient O""(We) o 

where 

The saddle point method leads to the following expression 

t -·· 
1/s ~· y 

;.._' ( s) 
I 

H.z(s) · e ?\4(s)t M(s~O) 
(14) 

Here 1 the functions :\; ( s) ~ H2 ( s) and l)1 ( s ~ ~)are defined in terms 

of A(s)j B(s) and C(s) as in Rossi and Greisen, but in actually calculating 

the latter functions we have used ~(u)du = ~(Wc)du and the ~(v) given 

by (8)o M(s,O) is calculated numerically from the curve in Figure (7) of 

Strauchgs papero Using the above expression 9 we have calculated the transi-

. 63 62 12 li tion curves for the reactlons Cu ·(Y~n) Cu ·and C (Y~n) C " The curves 

are shovm in Figure 2o Whether the agreement is better or worse than one 

should expect is a moot question" The agreement for Cu with a resonance 

energy of 18 Mev i.s not as good as that for C for which the resonance energy 

is 27 Me\To This is not implausible qualitat:ively~ since the various approxi-

mations invobred in taking average cross sections and neglecting Compton 

effect are somewhat more serious at 18 than at 27 Mev., One might perhaps . 

. .. have expected better agreement at the maximum, for the reasons given in 

the li1troductiono 

It may be 9 however, that the errors in the saddle point method are 

not negligibleo It is altogether possible that the saddle point method 

gives too low a ·value by perhaps 10 percent near the maximum; if this is 

true the shower theory proper J.s inbetter agreement with the experiment 

than evaluation by the saddle point method would seem to imply., 
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In all the work thus' ·far, we have assumed that the (Y ,n) cross 

sections are infinitely sharp, _.i.e., if we call :L(W) the cross section 

as a function of energy~ that E(W) - 8(W - W8 ) where We is the 

1resonance 1 energy. -What then is the effect of the finite width? 

Suppose for illustration that L:(W) is constant~ and has· a square shape· 

centered about a value We, and with width A i.e. 

~(W) = constant We ~A c::.W <W + A ) 
2 e 2 

otherwise .. 

It is theri easy to see, e.g. that if~~< We that Equation (9) is .replaced 

approximately by the following one 
.ti 

_ Oo.346 W0 (1 + 6~) 

o-(~ Via. f(Wo,VQ v(f/vQ 
(15) 

I 
The effect of the finite width is quite small. E"g" J if We = 20, A= 10 9 

this effeGt increases Zrel. by about 4percent. One can also see that the 

effect of the finite width varies with depth in the shower. The spectrum 

of photons goes as 
1 . 

---where 
-,s+l 
~~ . 

s is 0 at the beginning of the showe~, 

is -unity c.t the Ji:'.aximum and :i.ncreaser3 c::1ow1y with thicknes.::-> thereafter. 

Thus, the effect of the finite width in raising the s]'·,ower c;urYe increases 

sldwly with thickness. Taking it into account would therefore slightly 

increase the discrepancy between experiment and theory shovm in Figure 2. 
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